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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to 
the #OGz
The first and only MemeFi project created by OGz like yourself who understand 
DeFi and the Meme culture. It’s time to empower OGz and not only Meme pro-
jects that capitalize on Centralized Exchanges or influential individuals like 
official leaders. It’s time to share, because we care!
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“DeFi Reinvented: The Story of OGz”
DeFi projects typically incentivize users solely through the token supply, which 
can create an artificial pump by relying on programs such as staking, liquidity 
providing, and rewards that are all based on generating selling pressure from 
the total supply. In contrast, OGz MemeFi is introducing innovative features 
based on our DeFi experience, including dynamic staking, a referral program, 
marketing, and a future vault.
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Revolutionizing DeFi with Meme 
Culture: The OGz Project

MemeFi is an innovative concept that combines the decentralized finance 
(DeFi) ecosystem with the creativity and humor of Meme culture. It aims to 
make DeFi more accessible and engaging for the wider audience, while also 
tapping into the power of Memes as a marketing tool.

The goal is to create a more inclusive and community-driven DeFi ecosystem 
that is both profitable and enjoyable for everyone involved.



MemeFi: OGz

Referring members earn a referral reward in OGz tokens when their invitee 
completes trades, both for every buy and sale and for the lifetime of their 
wallets. This incentivizes community growth and creates a sustainable pas-
sive income model. Additionally, the one-way referral system in OGz prevents 
possible manipulation risks in DeFi by ensuring that each wallet and user only 
receives rewards from different users, promoting a fair distribution of rewards.
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Development and growth of the ecosystem
Can a DeFi project be totaly transparent and benefit every member of the 
community? Yes, we proved it with OGz!

What about the ecosystem’s growth while OGz members earn passive in-
come through the referral system?

The heart of OGz lies in its unique referral program, which rewards members 
for inviting new users to join the ecosystem.

OGz features a revolutionary tax system that benefits the growth and devel-
opment of the ecosystem. Whenever a user conducts a transaction on the 
DEX, a percentage of the transaction amount is collected as tax. The collected 
taxes are then distributed to various parts of the OGz ecosystem, including 
referral rewards, marketing, dynamic staking, and future plans vault.



OGz Tax Distribution
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This means that every time a user sells on the OGz Dex platforms, a tax will be 
automatically collected. This tax is then allocated to different parts of the OGz 
ecosystem, with 1% going to referrals, 0.5% to Dynamic staking, 0.3% to mar-
keting, and 0.2% to future plans vault. And every time a user buys OGz on Dex 
platforms, the tax will be only 1% for referrals.

The tax will be distributed as follows:
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The OGz referral program creates an ecosystem where users 
can earn rewards for referring new members, thanks to a 1% tax 
system. This sustainable approach ensures that the communi-
ty can continue to grow and thrive.

Whenever a wallet joins the system using a referral code, 1% of 
each trade they make is automatically transferred to the wallet 
that referred them. This creates one of the most creative and 
sustainable passive income models to date.

If a wallet that conducts a trade does not have a referral code, 
the 1% that would have been allocated as a referral reward is 
automatically transferred to the ‘’Future Plans’’ Vault.

Referrals

Community-driven 
Tax System in DeFi

1% on every transaction

OGz MemeFi understands the potential benefits and risks as-
sociated with staking. To address these concerns, we have in-
troduced a revolutionary Dynamic Staking model that sets us 
apart from the competition.

Unlike traditional staking models that rely on the total supply, our 
solution allocates 0.5% of the selling tax to the staking contract. 
This enables us to announce a range of staking pools based 
on user demand, providing a secure and profitable staking ex-
perience for our community. With this innovative approach, we 
are able to offer a staking system that is both sustainable and 
adaptive, ensuring the longevity of our ecosystem.

Dynamic Staking0.5% on sell
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OGz is committed to staying ahead of the curve and provid-
ing innovative solutions that meet the evolving needs of the 
market and users. Our ‘Future Plans’ Vault is an important part 
of this commitment, with 0.2% of the selling tax allocated to 
support future developments, and an additional 1% reserved 
for non-referral users. This approach enables us to remain at 
the forefront of the DeFi space, delivering cutting-edge solu-
tions that drive growth and success for our community.

Future Plans Vault

OGz MemeFi understands the importance of marketing to 
ensure the sustainability and growth of the ecosystem. To 
achieve this, we allocate 0.3% of the selling tax for marketing 
activities. Our experienced team of marketing profession-
als works tirelessly to build and execute effective marketing 
strategies to increase visibility, attract new users and drive 
adoption.

Marketing

0.2% on sell

0.3% on sell



OGz referral program
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Get access to endless opportunities for earning income with OGz, a revolu-
tionary MemeFi (Defi + Meme) project that combines the power of blockchain 
technology with the creativity of Meme culture.

To participate in the OGz Affiliate Program, simply join the community by con-
necting your wallet and receiving your unique referral link and username. This 
process is quick and easy, and once you’re signed up, you can start earning 
rewards immediately.

Join the OGz Affiliate Program1

One of the key aspects of the OGz Affiliate Program is spreading the word 
about the project and inviting new members to join the community via your 
affiliate link. By sharing your link with your audience and encouraging them 
to get involved, you’ll be helping to grow the OGz community and earning re-
wards for your efforts.

Spread the word about OGz2

As you continue to refer new mem-
bers to OGz, you can track your 
growing profits with the project’s 
online tools. The best part is that 
there are no middlemen involved, 
and your rewards are directly trans-
ferred to your wallet. This gives you 
the freedom to withdraw your earn-
ings whenever you want and enjoy 
the fruits of your labor.

Track your earnings3
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Our referral program is an excellent chance for anyone seeking to earn extra 
income by introducing our project to others. When new members join our 
community using your referral link and name, you will earn a 1% commission 
on every trade they make. The more individuals you invite to join OGz, the 
more commission you can earn. It’s a win-win situation for everyone involved!

Affiliate Leaderboard
Architech1 Referred people: 1238 15200 OGz earned

heisenberg2 Referred people: 1121 14500 OGz earned

goddamnright3 Referred people: 1021 14201 OGz earned

peaky4 Referred people: 1008 14102 OGz earned

saymyname5 Referred people: 978 14001 OGz earned

vitocorleone6 Referred people: 960 13132 OGz earned

thenewogmafia7 Referred people: 854 13041 OGz earned

godfather8 Referred people: 832 12976 OGz earned

alcapone9 Referred people: 821 12864 OGz earned

johnwick10 Referred people: 804 12401 OGz earned

This is an example data image view
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Because we are MemeFi we understand DeFi and thats why we created the 
first anti-cheating system for referrals to stop any individuals from re-creat-
ing a new wallet and leverage the referral system by adding themselves to 
gain a competitive advantage over others.

We protect you through our 
Governance and 
Anti-Cheating System

The governance will include a dashboard where the community can discuss 
all proposals before the vote. Our official Reddit page will be the place to be 
for active community members, while our Medium/Gitbook page will be used 
for announcements.

Governance
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The supply will be distributed as follows: 

Distribution as per Tokenomics, 
capitals from VC

60%
Liquidity

15%
Team

10%
Marketing 
and market 
making

10%
Possible
future listings

5%
Investors

TOTAL SUPPLY: 118,000,000,000
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Distribution as per Tokenomics, capitals from VC

*NB – The reason to raise funds is not for personal needs but because we 
understand the DeFi industry. We need to insure we have enough gradual 
liquidity to be placed within the market demands, and enough funds for the 
initial marketing ecosystem, which will be fully used for this purpose. 50% li-
quidity, 50% initial marketing ecosystem.

Also we will allow OGz KOLs to participate as they will be the first line of the 
referral system.

TOKEN HOLDERS TOTAL 
SUPPLY (%)

No of
 Tokens (B)

Cliff 
(months) Vesting

Team 15% 17.7B 2 1.5 years linear 
monthly release

Marketing & Market Making 10% 11.8B No 
cliff

1.5 years linear 
monthly release

Possible Future Listings 10% 11.8B No 
cliff (if required)

Investors 5% 5.9B No 
cliff

1 year linear monthly 
release from TGE

Liquidity 60% 70.8B Locked once 
provided for liquidity

The liquidity of a token is crucial for its success, and at OGz MemeFi, we un-
derstand this. That’s why 60% of the total supply collected is allocated to en-
sure there is always enough liquidity for our users. This ensures that our users 
can buy, sell, and trade OGz tokens with ease and at fair prices, making OGz 
MemeFi a reliable and trusted platform for all of their financial needs.

Liquidity60%

No 
cliff
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To ensure the continued growth and development of the OGz ecosystem, we 
have implemented a self-funding model that allocates 3% of the tax to the 
team. This enables us to cover various expenses related to auditing, develop-
ment, maintenance, and research and development (R&D). With this funding, 
we can stay ahead of the curve and continuously improve our offerings to 
deliver the best possible experience for our community members.

Team15%

OGz MemeFi understands the importance of marketing and market making 
to ensure the sustainability and growth of the ecosystem. To achieve this, we 
allocate 10% of the total supply for marketing activities and market making. 
Our experienced team of marketing professionals works tirelessly to build and 
execute effective marketing strategies to increase visibility, attract new users 
and drive adoption. In addition, we collaborate with reputable market makers 
to ensure liquidity and stability in the market.

Marketing and Market Making10%

10% of the OGz MemeFi total supply will be allocated towards exploring poten-
tial exchange listings in the future. Our team is always exploring new oppor-
tunities and partnerships to increase the exposure and accessibility of OGz to 
a wider audience. This will allow more people to benefit from the innovative 
solutions and inclusive financial system that OGz is creating. Stay tuned for 
updates on possible exchange listings in the near future.

Possible Future Listings10%

5% of the OGz token total supply is allocated to investors who hold OGz tokens, 
as we value the trust and support of our community. This allocation ensures 
that our investors are rewarded for their participation and incentivizes them 
to continue supporting the growth and success of the OGz ecosystem. The 
allocated funds will also be used to improve the platform and provide addi-
tional benefits to our investors. At OGz, we strive to create a win-win situation 
for both our users and investors.

Investors5%
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The information provided on the OGz website and in any communication from OGz 
is for educational and informational purposes only. It is not intended to be and does 
not constitute financial advice, investment advice, or any other advice. You should 
not make any decision, financial or otherwise, based on any of the information pre-
sented on the OGz website or in any communication from OGz.

OGz is not a financial or investment advisor, and nothing on the OGz website or in 
any communication from OGz should be construed as such. OGz does not provide 
personalized financial advice or recommendations, and you should consult with a 
licensed financial advisor before making any investment decisions.

Cryptocurrency and blockchain investments are highly speculative and involve 
a high degree of risk. You should only invest what you can afford to lose, and you 
should be aware of the risks involved before making any investment decisions.

The OGz website and any communication from OGz may contain forward-looking 
statements and projections, which are inherently uncertain and subject to a variety 
of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from 
those anticipated or projected. OGz does not guarantee any particular outcome or 
result.

OGz is not responsible for any losses, damages, or claims arising from your use of 
the OGz website or any communication from OGz. OGz makes no warranty or rep-
resentation, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, completeness, or reliability 
of any information presented on the OGz website or in any communication from OGz.

OGz may receive compensation for promoting certain cryptocurrency or blockchain 
projects or products. OGz will always disclose any such compensation arrange-
ments, but you should conduct your own independent research before making any 
investment decisions.

The OGz website and any communication from OGz may contain links to third-par-
ty websites or resources. OGz is not responsible for the content, privacy policies, or 
practices of any third-party websites or resources.

By using the OGz website or any communication from OGz, you acknowledge and 
agree to the terms of this disclaimer. If you do not agree with the terms of this dis-
claimer, you should not use the OGz website or any communication from OGz.

OGz reserves the right to modify, suspend, or terminate any aspect of the OGz website 
or smart contract at any time without notice. OGz may also update this disclaimer at 
any time, and you are bound by the most current version of this disclaimer. It is your 
responsibility to review this disclaimer periodically for any changes. Your continued 
use of the OGz website or any communication from OGz following the posting of any 
changes to this disclaimer constitutes acceptance of those changes.

Legal Disclaimer
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